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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t
A  technical  and economic  comparison  is  made  between  DC  and AC  collection  systems  of  offshore  wind
farms.  DC collection  systems  have  the  advantages  of  reduced  weight  and size  of the  DC cables  and  DC
cables  are  free  from  reactive  power  compensation.  The  heavy  50/60  Hz transformers  in the  offshore
transmission  platform  of AC  collection  systems  can  be replaced  with  smaller  size medium  frequency
transformers  in  DC collection  systems.  However,  the  need  for a high  power  DC–DC  converter  with  high
voltage  transformation  ratios and  DC  protection  methods  will  remain  a challenge  for the DC collection
systems.  Also,  DC  collection  systems  do not  necessarily  reduce  the  power  conversion  stages  compared  to
the  AC  collection  systems  even  if HVDC  (High  Voltage  DC)  transmission  is used  to transfer  the  offshore
wind  power  from  the  collection  systems  to  the  onshore  grids.  A  cost  assessment  study  veriﬁes  that  the
cost reductions  achieved  by  the  reduced  size  of  the  DC  cables  and  offshore  platform  are  outweighed  byC–DC converters the  cost  of DC protective  devices  and  DC–DC  converters.  This  is because  the  length  of  the  DC collection
cables  is  relatively  short  compared  to  the  long  distance  HVDC  cables.  The  technical  comparison  supported
by  the  simulation  results  shows  that  the  total  losses  in  the  DC  collection  systems  are  higher than  in  AC
collection  systems.  The  effect  of  collection  bus  voltages  on  the  losses  is analysed  for the  DC  collection
systems.
© 2015  The  Authors.  Published  by  Elsevier  B.V.  This  is  an open  access  article  under  the  CC  BY  license. Introduction
The technical and economic performance of a wind farm
epends on the conﬁguration of the collection and transmission
ystems. AC collection system options for offshore wind farms
ere discussed in [1]. The 50/60 Hz transformers used on the off-
hore transmission platform of AC collection systems are heavy and
equire a large support structure leading to a high transport and
nstallation cost. The reactive power compensating devices and the
ower quality ﬁlters also consume space on the offshore platform
2].
With the aim of reducing the footprint and size of the offshore
latforms, the idea of DC collection systems with DC–DC conver-
ion is being studied. The control structure and different possible
onﬁgurations of the DC collection systems were discussed in [3].
everal topologies of isolated DC–DC converters including the full
ridge DC–DC converter, single active bridge converter, and reso-
ant converters were studied and their energy efﬁciencies were
ompared in [4]. In [5,6], DC collection systems using resonant
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +44 7596552207.
E-mail address: LakshmananP2@cardiff.ac.uk (P. Lakshmanan).
ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.epsr.2015.07.015
378-7796/© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article u(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
DC–DC converters were analysed. Research on ﬁnding a suitable
DC–DC converter topology for DC collection systems is still ongo-
ing and several novel topologies of high power DC–DC converters
have been proposed in [7,8].
Comparative studies of different collection conﬁgurations have
been performed to identify the technical and economic beneﬁts of
alternative collection topologies. The DC series connection of wind
turbines was compared with AC radial transmission in [9]. The cost
and losses of the offshore wind farms based on centralized power
electronic converters [10] were compared for AC and DC conﬁg-
urations. In the AC and DC collection comparative study [11], DC
series and DC series-parallel collection systems were identiﬁed as
cost effective.
DC collection systems have a number of advantages. The
medium frequency transformers used in isolated DC–DC convert-
ers reduce the size of the converters. The elimination 50/60 Hz
transformer with DC–DC converters can save space on the offshore
platform and yield associated savings in cost. The weight and size
of DC collection cables are smaller than those of AC cables. DC col-
lection cables will not require reactive power compensation. DC
transmission and collection systems will essentially decouple a
wind farm from the onshore grid and enhance the fault withstand
capability of wind turbines.
nder the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Fig. 2. DC1 collection systems.Fig. 1. AC collection systems.
However, the challenges of the DC collection systems also need
o be considered. The isolated DC–DC converters of offshore wind
arms require medium frequency transformers with high voltage
ransformation ratios. Complexities in the construction of such high
ower medium frequency transformers increase the cost of DC–DC
onverters. DC collection systems do not necessarily reduce the
ower conversion stages compared to the AC collection systems.
 reduced power conversion stage is possible only with turbines of
igher ratings and high output voltage. Developing cost effective
rotection methods is also a challenge for DC collection systems.
. Collection topologies considered
The wind farm considered in this study is rated at 400 MW.  This
ind farm has 80 turbines each rated at 5 MW.  Each wind turbine
ses a Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator (PMSG) rated at
90 V. The voltage of the HVDC link is ±150 kV.
.1. AC collection systems
The AC collection topology considered for comparison is shown
n Fig. 1. AC–DC and DC–AC converters in the wind turbines use
wo-level VSC converters. The switching frequency of these con-
erters is 1260 Hz. A wind turbine transformer steps up the voltage
rom 690 V to 33 kV. The AC collection systems use a 33 kV collec-
ion bus voltage. A cable length of 5 km between the wind turbine
trings and the medium voltage collection bus is assumed. The off-
hore transmission platform has two transformers each rated at
20 MVA  (33 kV/155 kV) and a platform converter. This two-level
SC platform converter is rated at 400 MW.
.2. DC collection systems
A DC collection topology-1, (referred as DC1) similar to the AC
ollection and another DC collection topology-2 (referred as DC2)
sing centralized DC–DC converters are considered for DC collec-
ion systems.
The structure of DC1 collection systems is shown in Fig. 2.
ach turbine is connected to a medium voltage DC–DC converter
referred as turbine DC converter). The turbine DC converter is rated
t 5 MW.  A cable length of 5 km between the wind turbine strings
nd the collection bus is assumed and the collection bus voltage
s rated at 30 kV. Another DC–DC converter on the offshore plat-
orm (referred as platform DC converter) is used. The platform DC
onverter is rated at 400 MW.Fig. 3. DC2 collection systems.
The structure of the DC2 collection systems is shown in Fig. 3.
In this conﬁguration, a group of wind turbines with DC output
in strings is connected to centralized DC–DC converters (referred
as centralized DC converters). The centralized DC converters are
placed on a converter platform closer to the turbines. A cable length
of 5 km between the centralized converter platform and the collec-
tion bus is assumed. The collection bus voltage is rated at 30 kV.
The advantage of this conﬁguration is that the DC–DC converters
located at each wind turbines are removed. This helps to reduce
the number of power electronic converters in the wind turbines.
Another platform DC converter is used on the transmission plat-
form. This DC2 collection conﬁguration considered is different from
the centralized converter concept described in [20]. The centralized
converter conﬁguration in [20] eliminates a single stage of power
conversion by considering a medium output voltage turbines and
a high voltage transformation ratio DC–DC converters.
A hard switched full bridge DC–DC converter employing duty
cycle control is used for the turbine DC converter, centralized DC
converters and platform DC converter. The circuit of a full-bridge
DC–DC converter is shown in Fig. 4a and the duty cycle control
structure in Fig. 4b. In DC1 collection systems, the turbine DC
converter maintains the internal DC link voltage of each turbine
constant. In DC2 collection systems, the centralized DC convert-
ers maintain the internal DC link voltage of the turbines constant.
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Eig. 4. (a) Full-bridge DC–DC converter. (b) Duty cycle control of full-bridge DC–DC
onverter.
he platform DC converter maintains the collection bus voltage
onstant in both the DC collection systems.
The switching frequency of the medium frequency transformers
sed in the DC converters is 1000 Hz. The 1000 Hz frequency was
uggested in [12] from an optimization study of frequency with
espect to the size and losses of the medium frequency transform-
rs.
The DC collection topologies assume the possibility to achieve
 high voltage transformation ratio for DC–DC converters. Novel
opologies of high power DC–DC converters with high voltage
ransformation ratio have been proposed in [8,9] for offshore wind
arm applications.
The BARD offshore 1 wind farm [27] rated at 400 MW uses 80
urbines of 5 MW each and uses HVDC transmission to the onshore
rid. Roughly based on this wind farm size, the losses and cost
spects of offshore wind farms with AC and DC collection conﬁgu-
ations are compared. The scope of this paper focuses on internal
ollection systems and an effort has been made to identify the com-
onents contributing to the losses and cost in the DC collection
ystems.
. Loss estimation
.1. Wind farm energy calculation
The power generated at each wind speed is calculated by the
ind turbine characteristic as
gen wt(vw) = 12ACpv
3
w (1)
here Pgen wt(vw) is the power generated at each wind speed (W);
 the air density (kg/m3); A the area swept by the turbine blades
m2); vw the wind speed (m/s); Cp the power coefﬁcient.
The amount of annual energy generated by the wind turbines
s calculated by multiplying the power generated as function of
ind speed, probability of occurrence of the wind speed and the
umber of hours in a year as in (2). The Weibull probability distri-
ution function in (3) describes the probability of occurrence of the
ind speed wind speed. The mathematical description of this is asollows:
gen wt = Nwt
∫ Vmax
Vmin
(Pgen wt(vw))f (vw)8760dvw (2)tems Research 129 (2015) 75–82 77
f (vw) = k
c
( vw
c
)k−1
e
(
−( vwc )
k
)
(3)
where Egen wt is the annual energy generated by the wind farm; Vmin
the cut in wind speed (m/s); Vmax the cut out wind speed (m/s);
f (vw) the Weibull probability distribution function of occurrence
of each wind speed; Nwt the number of wind turbines; k and c the
shape and scale parameters of Weibull distribution function (k = 2
and c = 9.5).
The wind turbine is rated at 5 MW.  The cut in wind speed is
5 m/s  and the cut out wind speed is 20 m/s. The rated wind speed
is 13 m/s.
The steady state operation of the wind turbines with
the proposed collection conﬁgurations was simulated using
PSCAD/EMTDC. The simulation was  carried out from the cut in wind
speed to the cut out wind speed; beyond the rated speed, pitch
control was  used to keep the output power of the turbines constant.
3.2. Power electronics losses
The losses in the power electronic converters were estimated
using the operating conditions obtained from the simulations and
from the manufacturing datasheet of the power electronic com-
ponents. The loss estimation is based on the ABB IGBT device
ABB5SNA2400E170100. This device has a blocking voltage of
1700 V and a rated current of 2400 A. The power electronic losses
are the sum of the switching and conduction losses in the IGBTs
and the freewheeling diodes [13] which are explained as follows:
PIGBT = Nsw(VCE0Icave + RCI2crms + (EonT + EoffT )fsw) (4)
PFWD = Nsw(VD0Id ave + RDI2d  rms + EonDfsw) (5)
where VCE0 is the IGBT on-state voltage (V); Ic ave the average value
of the IGBT current (A); RC the IGBT on-state resistance (); Ic rms
the RMS  value of the IGBT current (A); EonT the turn-on energy losses
of IGBT (W); EoffT the turn-off energy losses of IGBT (W); fsw the
switching frequency (Hz); VD0 the diode on-state voltage (V); Id ave
the average value of the diode current (A); RD the diode on-state
resistance (); Id rms the RMS  value of the diode current (A); EonD
the reverse recovery energy losses in diode (W); Nsw the number
of power electronic switches; PIGBT the conduction and switching
losses in IGBT (W); PFWD the conduction and switching losses in
freewheeling diode (W).
VCE0 and RC were obtained by approximating the on-state char-
acteristics in the datasheet curve. EonT, EoffT and EonD were obtained
from the collector current–switching loss characteristics curve of
the datasheet. The current carried by the power electronic con-
verters for each wind speed was obtained from the simulation.
This current was  used to estimate the losses in power electronics
converters across the range of wind speeds considered.
For AC collection systems, the power electronics losses include
the losses in the AC–DC converters, DC–AC converters in the wind
turbines and the platform converter. For the DC1 collection sys-
tems, the power electronic losses include the losses in the wind
turbine AC–DC converters, turbine DC converters and the plat-
form DC converter. For the DC2 conﬁguration, the power electronic
losses include the losses in the wind turbine AC–DC converters,
centralized DC converters and the platform DC converter.
In AC collection systems, the platform converter losses at full
load were estimated by the above calculation method as 1.24%.
This is reasonable as the expected VSC-HVDC converter losses for
a 500 MW wind farm is 1–2% according to [14].An efﬁciency of 99% for the medium frequency transformers [15]
was assumed for all the DC collection conﬁgurations and added
to the power electronic converter losses in the DC–DC convert-
ers. A similar value of efﬁciency was assumed for the wind turbine
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Table 1
Loss estimation in AC and DC collection systems.
Case Collection type Yearly energy losses (GW h) Efﬁciency (%)
Power electronics
(including transformers)
Collection cables Total Output energy
(GW h)
400 MW energy extracted:
1128.70 GW h
AC 81.00 (7.18%) 2.74 (0.24%) 83.74 (7.42%) 1044.90 92.58
DC1 83.76 (7.42%) 2.60 (0.23%) 86.36 (7.65%) 1042.30 92.35
DC2  82.50 (7.31%) 2.60 (0.23%) 85.10 (7.54%) 1043.60 92.46
1.37 (0.24%) 41.61 (7.37%) 522.72 92.63
1.30 (0.23%) 43.77 (7.76%) 520.56 92.24
1.30 (0.23%) 42.64 (7.56%) 521.69 92.44
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564.33 GW h
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DC1 42.47 (7.53%) 
DC2 41.34 (7.33%) 
ransformers and offshore platform transformers of the AC collec-
ion systems.
.3. Collection cables losses
The collection cables were modelled by a single pi section with
umped parameters for the length of the collection cables consid-
red. The operating current corresponding to the each wind speed
btained from the simulation results and the resistance calculated
rom cable data [16] was  used to estimate the losses in the AC
nd DC cables. In the AC collection systems, the cable losses were
stimated taking into account the reactive power requirements.
.4. Annual energy losses
The losses in the collection system components were integrated
ver the Weibull probability distribution of the wind speed to esti-
ate the annual energy losses.
lossesAC
=
∫ Vmax
Vmin
(PPEAC (vw) + PcableAC (vw))f (vw)8760 dvw (6)
lossesDCn =
∫ Vmax
Vmin
(PPEDCn(vw) + PcableDCn(vw))f (vw)8760dvw (7)
here Elosses AC is the annual energy losses in AC collection sys-
ems; Elosses DCn the annual energy losses in DC collection systems;
cable AC the total cable losses in AC collection systems; Pcable DCn the
otal cable losses in DC collection systems; PPE AC the total power
lectronic losses in AC collection systems; PPE DCn the total power
lectronic losses in DC collection systems, n = 1 for DC1 and n = 2 for
C2.
The results of loss estimation are shown in Table 1. The results
how that the total collection systems losses in the DC1 conﬁgura-
ion are 0.23% higher than the AC collection systems losses and the
C2 conﬁguration losses are 0.12% higher than the AC collection
ystems losses for the 400 MW wind farm. The DC2 conﬁguration
ses centralized DC converters and hence the losses in this conﬁg-
ration are lower than in the DC1 conﬁguration.
The loss estimation was also carried out for the case of a 200 MW
ind farm. In this case, 10 turbines in a single string were con-
idered for all the collection systems (Figs. 1–3). In the case of a
00 MW wind farm, the losses of the DC1 conﬁguration are 0.39%
igher than in the AC collection systems and the DC2 conﬁguration
osses are 0.19% higher than the AC collection systems. The efﬁ-
iency of all the collection systems over the wind speed range is
lotted in Fig. 5.
The increase in losses in DC collection systems was mainly con-
ributed by the losses in the turbine DC and platform DC converters.
n the DC collection systems, the transformers are part of the DC–DC
onverters. This makes the DC–DC converters carry higher currents
han the converters of AC collection systems under similar oper-
ting conditions and increases the power electronic losses in the
C–DC converters. In the AC collection systems, reactive powerWind speed (m/s)
Fig. 5. Efﬁciency plot of AC and DC collection systems.
does not signiﬁcantly increase the collection cable losses due to
the relatively shorter AC collection cables. As long as the stages of
power conversions remain the same, it is not possible to expect the
losses to decrease in DC collection systems.
4. Cost assessment
An approximate cost assessment study was carried out consid-
ering the costs of investment and losses for the collection system
components. This includes the collection cables, power electronic
converters, switch gear and offshore platforms. The cost for individ-
ual components was calculated based on the cost models described
below for both the AC and DC collection system components. These
individual component costs were then multiplied by the number of
components in the wind farm to obtain the total investment cost.
4.1. Cost of wind turbine power electronics converters
The cost of a single wind turbine AC–DC converter and DC–AC
converter is considered as 60 £/kVA [10]. In DC collection systems,
the turbine DC converters are priced at 165 £/kW [17].
4.2. Cost of transformers
The cost of the transformer in the AC collection systems was
calculated by the cost model for the transformer in [18] as below:Ctransformers = 1000(−122.4 + 105P0.447) (8)
where P is the transformer rating in MVA  and Ctransformers the trans-
former cost in £.
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Table  2
Cost estimation 5 km collection cable length.
Case cost (M£) Total cost (M£)
Collection type Turbine power electronics Collection cables Platform Protection Cost of losses
400 MW AC 55.44 65.63 101.70 8.40 53.47 284.64
DC1  76.00 32.98 90.68 72.97 55.14 327.77
DC2  24.00 32.98 172.38 61.76 54.34 345.46
52.05 4.20 26.57 143.36
45.94 36.49 27.95 164.87
87.09 30.88 27.22 173.68
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D200  MW AC 27.72 32.82 
DC1  38.00 16.49 
DC2  12.00 16.49 
.3. Cost of collection cables
The collection cable cost was calculated based on the current
nd voltage rating of the cables. The AC cable cost model [18] is as
elow:
AC cables (per km) = (A + Be(CIn/10
5)) + Cinst-AC cables (9)
For 30–36 kV cables: A = 0.042 M£/km; B = 0.06 M£/km;
 = 234.34/A; In = cable ampacity.
An installation cost of 0.292 M£/km is also used [10].
Cinst-AC cables = 0.292 M£/km.
The DC cable cost model [19] is as below:
DC cables (per km) = (A + BVnIn) + Cinst-DC cables (10)
For 30 kV cables: A = −0.0256e6; B = 0.0068.
Cinst-DC cables = (2/3) × 0.292 M£/km.
Vn, In = rated voltage and current of the cables, respectively.
DC cable installation cost was obtained by multiplying the
nstallation cost of AC cables by a factor of 2/3 so as to take into
ccount the reduced cable weight and size of the DC cables com-
ared to the AC cables. This is a sensitive factor and will inﬂuence
he total cost comparison results.
.4. Cost of offshore platform
The offshore platform cost is based on the amount of power
rocessed [10]. The platform cost models are described below:
offshore platform-AC = Cplat-AC (A + BP)  (11)
offshore platform-DC = Cplat-DC (A + BP)  (12)
where A = 2.4 M£; B = 0.083 M£; Cplat-AC = 1; Cplat-DC = 0.5; and P
s the rated power of the wind farm in MW.
The weight of a 3 MVA  AC transformer was calculated as 7430 kg
n [6] and a similar rated medium frequency transformer designed
t 500 Hz had the core weight as 1924 kg [15]. This shows that
he weight of a medium frequency transformer is approximately
ne quarter of that of the 50/60 Hz transformer. The weight reduc-
ion achieved by the use of medium frequency transformers will
ecrease the installation cost of the DC offshore platform and the
ize reduction will save space in the offshore platform. Taking into
ccount these considerations in DC collection systems, a factor of
.5 is multiplied to the DC collection systems platform cost. The
otal cost comparison results are sensitive to this assumed ﬁxed
alue.
The cost of the platform converter in AC collection systems is
onsidered as 0.16 M£/MW  [17]. For DC collection systems, the
latform DC converters are priced at 0.22 M£/MW  [17]. The plat-
orm converter cost is added to the offshore platform cost.
The DC2 systems use an additional converter platform, the cost
f which was assumed to be 50% of that of the transmission platform
10]. For DC2 systems, the platform cost includes the converter plat-
orm, centralized converters, transmission platform and platform
C converter.Fig. 6. Distribution of cost in AC and DC collection systems.
4.5. Cost of switch gear
The cost model for the medium voltage AC switch gear in [18]
was used to calculate the cost of the AC switch gear.
CAC-switch gear = 1000(32.43 + 0.608Vn) (13)
Vn is the nominal voltage in kV and CAC-switchgear the switchgear
cost in £.
The cost of DC switch gear was assumed to be four times that
of AC switch gear. This is an approximation based on [20] for the
cost model of DC protective devices. The cost comparison results
are sensitive to the uncertainty in the cost of DC switch gear.
4.6. Cost of losses
The annual energy losses estimated in Section 3 were used to
obtain the cost of losses. It is estimated considering a life time (T)
of 20 years, interest rate (i) of 10% and energy price as 75 £/MW  h
[14].
Ccost of losses = hour × energy price × losses ×
(∑T
i=0
1
(1 + i)T
)
(14)
The results of the cost estimations are shown in Table 2. The cost
distribution is shown in Fig. 6.
The maximum total investment costs of offshore wind farms
based on the recently commissioned offshore wind farms are esti-
mated as 2.7 M£/MW  [21]. Excluding average investment costs of
turbines and transmission cables [21], the investment cost esti-
mation for the case of 400 MW AC collection systems will be
260–304 M£. The cost estimation for the 400 MW AC collection
80 P. Lakshmanan et al. / Electric Power Systems Research 129 (2015) 75–82
Table 3
Cost estimation 10 km collection cable length.
Case Cost (M£) Total cost (M£)
Collection type Turbine power electronics Collection cables Platform Protection Cost of losses
400 MW AC 55.44 131.27 101.70 8.40 55.22 352.03
DC1  76.00 65.95 90.68 72.97 56.80 362.40
DC2  24.00 65.95 172.38 61.76 56.00 380.09
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breakers as an alternative option to expensive DC circuit breakers,
whereas this paper’s focus is on the comparison of the internal AC
and DC collection systems, mainly with string conﬁgurations. There
are limited options to determine zones to be protected or isolated.200  MW AC 27.72 65.63 
DC1  38.00 32.98 
DC2  12.00 32.98 
ystems using the above cost models, gives a total cost of
84.64 M£. This validates the AC collection systems cost estimation.
In the DC collection systems, the cost reduction obtained from
he reduced cable size and the offshore platform were outweighed
y the cost of DC protective devices and DC–DC converters. In
C2 conﬁguration, the turbine power electronics cost is reduced
ecause of removal of the individual converters in each turbine,
ut the transmission platform with platform DC converter and con-
erter platform with the centralized DC converters increases the
otal platform cost. The higher cost of the DC2 conﬁguration was
ue to the additional converter platform used.
However, the cost estimation for the DC collection systems is
nly approximate taking into account the sensitive factors and the
ssumptions used in the cost model. The total cost comparison
esults will be sensitive to the assumptions regarding the DC cable
nstallation and platform cost (Cinst-dc, Cplat-dc), uncertainties in the
C switch gear cost and the length of the collection cables.
To illustrate this, a sensitivity study has been carried out for
 collection cable length of 10 km using the same cost models
escribed above and the results are shown in Table 3. The results
how that the cost difference between the AC and DC collection
ystems reduces as the length of collection cables is increased. This
hows that the cost comparison results of collection systems will be
ensitive to the length of the collection cables. The short collection
able is a key reason for the relatively high cost of DC collection
ystems.
.7. Reliability and maintenance cost
The maintenance cost can be classiﬁed into preventive and
orrective maintenance cost. The preventive maintenance cost is
ssociated with the energy losses due to planned maintenance,
hich causes partial or complete outages in the wind farms to
revent any possible damage of its components. The cost associ-
ted with the preventive maintenance losses is small because such
aintenances are normally carried out during the period of low
ind days when the energy yield is small.
The cost associated with the corrective maintenance losses is
ue to the unplanned nature of the maintenance, which occurs fol-
owing the failure of the wind farm components. If these types of
ailure occur during adverse weather conditions, then unlike the
reventive maintenance costs, the corrective maintenance costs
an be expensive. The corrective maintenance cost can be estimated
y performing a reliability analysis of the collection conﬁgurations
onsidered. This would require the failure rates and repair times of
he collection system components to estimate the Expected Energy
ot Supplied (EENS) indices.
This corrective maintenance cost will be different for each of
he collection systems considered because it depends on the failure
ates and the repair time of the collection system components. The
eliability data, such as the failure rates and repair times, are readily
vailable for the AC collection systems from the experiences of the
ommissioned offshore wind farms [24], whereas such information
s not available for the DC collection conﬁgurations, especially the52.05 4.20 27.44 177.04
45.94 36.49 28.78 182.19
87.09 30.88 28.05 191.00
failure rates and repair times of DC–DC converters with the medium
frequency transformers and DC circuit breakers, because of lack of
operational experiences.
However, from the point of view of reliability, DC collection sys-
tems may  not be a favourable choice as they depend more on power
electronic converters and the failure rates of converters are higher
than those of transformers, even though the reliability assessment
has not been quantiﬁed. This will only result in a high maintenance
cost for the DC collection systems, so including the maintenance
cost will not affect the conclusion about the cost of DC collection
systems.
4.8. Cost of protection and protection zones in DC collection
systems
In all the collection systems considered for comparison, each
wind turbine is provided with a circuit breaker, collection cables
are considered to have one circuit breaker at each end of the cable
and there is a platform circuit breaker. The protection zones for
the DC collection systems are shown in Fig. 7. There will be high
penalty for protection equipment in DC collection systems, which
increases the total cost of the DC collection systems.
In case of meshed high voltage multi-terminal DC (MTDC)
networks, DC faults can be handled by separating the DC net-
work into different protection zones [25,26] using fewer DC circuitFig. 7. Protection zones in DC collection systems.
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Table  4
Sensitivity of losses to higher values of collection bus voltage in DC1 case.
Collection type Yearly energy losses (GW h)
Power electronics (including transformers) Collection cables Total Output energy (GW h) Efﬁciency (%)
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[AC 81.00 (7.18%) 2.74 (
DC1  – 30 kV 83.76 (7.42%) 2.60 (
DC1  – 40 kV 82.50 (7.31%) 1.67 (
As seen in Fig. 7, one of the options is just to remove the DC cir-
uit breakers provided for the individual turbines as marked by the
urbine protection zone. This will reduce the cost of DC collection
ystems by 10%, making the costs of DC collection systems closer
o the AC collection systems. However, this means any fault at one
ind turbine output cable will force to disconnect the entire string
a total string capacity of 50 MW,  10 wind turbines each with 5 MW
ating) of wind turbines and to lose more power than an individual
ind turbine power output loss when provided with a DC circuit
reaker.
. Effect of DC bus collection voltage
In conventional AC collection conﬁgurations, the collection bus
nd the transmission voltages are normally chosen based on the
vailability of protection devices. The beneﬁt of moving the AC
nter-array voltage from 33 kV to higher voltages for large offshore
ind farms is discussed in [22,23]. The DC collection systems and
rotective devices [20] are still in the research stage and the use
f DC–DC converters opens up the possibility of using different
ollection bus voltages.
The economic assessment in Section 4 shows that the DC1 con-
guration was cost effective compared to the DC2. In this section,
he effect of a high collection bus voltage on the losses is consid-
red for the 400 MW wind farm DC1 case. A collection bus voltage of
0 kV is chosen for this sensitivity study and the losses are analysed
or the DC1 case.
A higher value of collection bus voltage will give lower losses in
he collection cables and reduce the high amount of current to be
andled by the turbine side and main DC–DC converters. The results
f loss estimation with a higher value of collection bus voltage are
hown in Table 4. With a higher collection bus voltage, as expected
he losses in the cables were reduced from 0.23% for the 30 kV col-
ection bus voltage to 0.15% for the 40 kV collection bus. The power
lectronic losses are slightly reduced because of the reduced cur-
ent in the DC–DC converters. It resulted in a 0.19% reduction in
otal losses for the 40 kV case compared to the 30 kV case of DC1
onﬁguration.
The results show that, with a higher collection bus voltage, efﬁ-
iency of DC collection systems can become closer to that of AC
ollection systems. However, this is based on the availability of
C–DC converters with high voltage transformation ratios which
re currently not available.
. Conclusion
A comparative study of losses and cost of AC and DC collection
ystems has been carried out. The results show that the losses in
he DC collection systems are higher than in AC collection systems.
he increase in the losses of DC collection systems is mainly con-
ributed by the DC–DC converters. In the AC collection systems,
eactive power does not signiﬁcantly increase the collection cable
osses due to the relatively shorter AC collection cables. With a
igher collection bus voltage, the efﬁciency of the DC collection sys-
ems increases. However, this is based on the availability of DC–DC
onverters with high voltage transformation ratios, which are not
vailable presently.
[ 83.74 (7.42%) 1044.9 92.58
 86.36 (7.65%) 1042.3 92.35
84.17 (7.46%) 1044.5 92.54
The economic comparison results show that the cost of DC col-
lection systems is higher than that of AC collection systems. The
costs of high power DC–DC converters and DC switch gear are
identiﬁed as the main contributors to the cost of DC collection sys-
tems. The cost reductions achieved by the reduced size of DC cables
and offshore platform are outweighed by the cost of DC protective
devices and DC–DC converters.
The DC collection conﬁguration which uses centralized DC con-
verters has lower losses than the DC collection conﬁguration with
the individual converters on each turbine. However, the additional
converter platforms increase the total cost of the DC  collection
systems with the centralized converters.
DC collection systems do not necessarily reduce the power con-
version stages compared to the AC collection systems. So it is not
possible to expect a decrease in losses and cost as far as the con-
version stages are concerned. A reduced power conversion stage is
possible only with turbines of higher ratings and DC–DC converters
with a high voltage transformation ratio.
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